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Audience Development and Engagement  

 

Generations of Sneaker Obsession: The Sneakerhead Community  

Audience Intention 

Sneakerheads, individuals who collect, trade and/or admire sneakers, have deep 

knowledge, respect and nostalgia for sneaker history1. Sneakerhead culture emerged during the 

late 1970’s and early 1980’s at the start of the hip-hop era, where notable sneakers were 

introduced to streetwear1. Whether a sneaker obsession stems from a personal connection to 

Michael Jordan or a brand like Adidas, at the core of the sneakerhead community lies a deep love 

for the chase of rare, limited edition sneakers1. Sneakerheads have a strong desire to use these 

purchases as a tool for personal expression2, whether that be to appreciate wearable art3 or to use 

sneakers for clout as status symbols4. Sneakers have moved from practical sports equipment to a 

“key component of consumers’ identities” over the last century, becoming key players in both 

everyday clothing and high fashion5.  The archived and elicited data, field notes and insights 

gathered from six in-depth interviews reveal two clear personas within the sneakerhead 

community as well as how sneakerheads gain satisfaction from buying, selling and collecting 

sneakers.  

The wants and needs vary across the diverse members of this community, ranging from 

buying sneakers to wear6, collecting sneakers for clout7, or reselling limited edition drops at a 

profit8. Sneakers do satisfy the functional need of protecting one’s feet, but the real need all 

sneakerheads aim to satisfy is the emotional need for self-expression, which falls in the upper 

half of Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs. Sneakerheads want many different things in the process of 



satisfying this need, whether it be securing the latest shoe drop or getting their favorite damaged 

shoe repaired, but these are trivial aspects of a sneakerhead’s day-to-day life. In their purchasing 

behaviors, sneakerheads can range from having experiential needs to possessive needs, some 

wanting to keep up with the trends of new sneaker releases and others being more concerned 

with adding sneakers to their collection9.  

To satisfy these wants and needs, sneakerheads are motivated to reach the satisfying thrill 

of purchasing shoes online. They chase the excitement of gaining access to a shoe that few others 

have1, and they are very eager to flex this achievement10. The variety of motivations 

sneakerheads experience including connecting with other like-minded individuals over a mutual 

appreciation for sneakers11, mastering all of the information and facts regarding sneakers, and 

collecting many types of shoes12. In fact, it is common for participants to talk about fellow 

sneakerheads as if they were family1. Sneakerheads are extrinsically motivated to purchase shoes 

in order to fulfill their deep intrinsic motivation to fit in and keep up with others in the 

community. Money is often not a limiting factor for sneakerheads – their desire to get sneakers is 

“bound up with narratives of hopefulness and the facilitation of beneficial social relations”5.  

The strongest negative emotion felt in this community is annoyance, and the strongest 

positive feeling is satisfaction. Annoyance stems from instances like the inability to get a sneaker 

because a bot has dominated a limited edition drop13, the creasing of a sneakerhead’s most prized 

shoe, or the frustration veteran sneakerheads have with the hype-beast culture developing around 

sneakers14. On the other hand, satisfaction is brought to sneakerheads when they are able to snag 

a limited-edition shoe online15, when they can resell their shoes at a huge profit8, when they add 

a new shoe to their shrine10, or when they are able to complete an outfit with the perfect new pair 

of kicks2. Between these emotional extremes, feelings of jealousy, cringe14 and frustration are 



commonly felt within this community, especially when purchasing sneakers or connecting with 

the community digitally.   

With all of this being said, the online sneakerhead community can be divided into two 

personas: the “hype beasts” and the “retired lurkers.”  Hype beasts are the youngest and newest 

generation of sneakerheads composed of eager individuals who live and breathe sneakers. They 

commonly use emojis like fire, ice, and gasoline, are highly active in online sneaker chats and 

social media channels, and are obsessed with the latest and greatest shoe17. Hype beasts are 

constantly thinking of how they will secure the next drop and are usually dealing with a deep 

internal desire to keep up and fit in with the far more knowledgeable veteran sneakerheads18. 

They share their opinions with others, flex their purchases on social media19, and are constantly 

concerned with maintaining the pristine state of their sneakers.  

On the other hand, the retired lurkers are older, more experienced and more sophisticated 

lovers of sneakers who have a true appreciation for the shoes. These individuals understand the 

history of sneakers, why shoes are so expensive and are made with limited supply, and why 

certain shoes carry great significance16. They view wearing their shoes as a way of appreciating 

them and cannot possibly understand why someone would leave them in a box on the shelf6. 

They long for the days of the past where a clean pair of sneakers was considered a “shameful 

indication that you were a casual or ‘soft’ player”5. The retired lurkers also feel nostalgic about 

the old-school sneaker drops that occurred by waiting in line at brick-and-mortar stores. Now, 

these lurkers pay attention to online drops, but don’t have the time and energy to keep up with 

the clout-chasing hype beasts17. The lurkers consider these newer, younger hype beasts to be 

annoying, and feel that they do not appreciate or understand the history of the sneakerhead 

community14. In fact, many retired lurkers are so fed up with the hype beasts tainting the image 



of the sneaker community that they cringe at the term sneakerhead, and often do not even self-

identify as sneakerheads16.  

 

Audience Expectation  

 The benefits sneakerheads value most within their community interaction is the 

opportunity to connect with others11, learn about different shoes and make money from reselling. 

Some of the issues these same individuals face include the selling of counterfeit sneakers20, bots 

unfairly buying out limited edition drops21, having limited access to sneaker drops in other 

countries22, and the concept of “hive mind,” where individuals exhibit extreme groupthink, 

suddenly becoming obsessed with one shoe21. Depending on the individual, some sneakerheads 

perceive quality and materials to be very important6 while others don’t even care about how well 

a $200 sneaker fits as long as it looks cool23.  

The novel insights surrounding the online experience of buying sneakers is an important 

element in understanding the community. It was found that the Nike SNKRS app, Footlocker, 

StockX and GOAT were among the most popular platforms used to purchase sneakers online. 

Additionally, Instagram24, YouTube17, TikTok19, Facebook, Reddit and Discord are several of 

the most popular social platforms used to share and discuss sneaker-related content. Smart 

phones and computers are the most widely used technology for sneaker researching and online 

purchasing, although resourceful sneakerheads will utilize iPads, multiple desktop computers, 

etc. in addition to their phones to increase their chances of getting a sneaker drop25. With that 

being said, online community interaction between sneakerheads differs by individual, and it was 

found that most retired lurkers stay to themselves on social sneaker platforms. The lurkers may 

choose to watch a YouTube review before purchasing a new shoe or occasionally seek out 



information about an upcoming drop in their high-level sneakerhead Discord chats, but they have 

nowhere near the amount of online interaction as hype beasts, who are constantly scanning all 

social media platforms for the latest information on the next big shoe.  

Another novel insight gathered through research that informs new approaches to 

engaging the sneakerhead audience is the discussion surrounding diverse instances of sneaker 

brand loyalty. It was found that most sneakerheads are loyal fans of Nike, and that a majority of 

their sneaker collection consists of swoosh-branded shoes12. While some sneakerheads are 

exclusive collectors of Nike sneakers, most will extend their brand loyalty to a lesser degree to 

brands like Adidas, Yeezy, Asics, New Balance, Puma and Converse12. Additional important 

insights gathered include the fact that the modes of discovery and entertainment are deeply 

intertwined within this group, that many sneakerheads are willing to pay big money for fake 

sneakers if they can’t get them on the original site26, and that sneakerheads will often invest in a 

shoe that is blowing up on social media, even if they think the shoes are ugly21.  

Transitioning to the sandbox demo, the Sneakerheadz team chose to analyze Replika, an 

artificially intelligent chatbot that users can converse with. Replika provides the opportunity to 

discover, play and connect, allowing the user to learn about both the chatbot and themselves 

through free-form or guided conversation. The sneakerhead community is all too familiar with 

their own type of bots, which are computer systems that dominate the buying process of limited 

online sneaker drops. These bots buy up a large portion of shoes the moment they are dropped 

online to resell at large profits and are understandably despised by purchasers within the 

sneakerhead community27.  

The opportunity Replika offers to improve communication skills would prove to be quite 

valuable to the sneakerhead community. It is clear that there is a widening divide between the 



hype beast and retired lurker personas, and utilizing a tool like this with guided, educational 

conversation about sneakers could be used to simultaneously educate hype beasts about sneaker 

history, help retired lurkers become more tolerable of hype beasts, and bridge the gap between 

both personas. This type of chatbot may also repair the relationship sneakerheads have with 

intelligent bots in general. While chatbots and sneakers bots are vastly different, the angst and 

distaste sneakerheads have towards bots13 could be lessened if they have a positive sneaker-

related experience with Replika, providing an opportunity for further technological 

advancements within the community.  

All in all, from the hype beasts to retired lurkers, across every sneaker Discord channel 

and SNKRS drop, through every try-on, crease and resale, all sneakerheads share a deep love for 

buying limited edition sneakers and a desire to express themselves through shoes28. This 

complex community will require an equally dynamic, engaging immersive experience to address 

their diverse wants and needs.  
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Online Platform Interaction Images 

YouTube 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=sneakers


 

 

Reddit 

 

 

https://www.icloud.com/iclouddrive/0fLwG8-k7UuyfHEc_KCduDsag#Sneaker_Subreddit_Screen_Recording


 

Instagram 

 

https://www.instagram.com/sneakernews/?hl=en


Facebook 

 

 

Link to Interview Code.  

Link to Coded Interview Data.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/WhatDidYouWearToday/?ref=nf_target&fref=nf
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1WvPcrOAjmDD3QsH4i-SbbdoGFiTwxHHw9g32crBgVeM/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1fujJA3T0oIDmj6fxEazLbMw1NWgfuUjY?usp=sharing

